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Fig. 3 Real and imaginary parts of unsteady surface pressure
for a four-caliber ogive– nose– cylinder.

Fig. 4 Comparison of dynamic stability derivative vs pitching
center for a parabolic arc nose.

frequency; it indicates a nonlinear dependence of the pitch-
damping coef� cient on reduced frequency. The conclusion is
also suitable for the results with the variation of pitching cen-
ter. For different Mach numbers (M = 0.8 and 0.9), the imag-
inary part is nearly unchanged, but the real part is changed,
and the variations of the real part are similar to those of the
quasisteady pressure.

No experimental data of dynamic stability derivatives are
available for comparison. The dynamic derivative for a para-
bolic-arc nosed body are calculated by the present theory, and
a comparison with results of the theory of Liu et al.4 as well
as Hsieh’s5 perturbation potential solution is made. The total
damping-in-pitch coef� cient versus pitching center is shown
in Fig. 4. It indicates that the results of this theory have the
same general tendency as Liu’s and Hsieh’s, but when the
pitching center is close to the nose of the body, differences
between the various theoretical appear. The result of the pres-
ent theory lies between those of Liu’s and Hsieh’s theories.
Therefore, the present theory seems equally capable of pre-
dicting dynamic stability derivatives.

Conclusions
A perturbation theory and numerical solution based on the

unsteady Euler equations were developed for unsteady tran-
sonic � ows about sharp-nosed bodies of revolution undergoing
harmonic oscillations. The following conclusions can be
drawn.

1) The quasisteady solution for the perturbation surface pres-
sure for the sharp-nosed body of revolution agrees well with
experimental results.

2) The unsteady results for a total damping-in-pitch coef� -
cient agree well with results of the available calculation for a
parabolic-arc nose. Although no experiment measurements for
comparison are available, based on the analysis, the unsteady
surface perturbation pressures are reasonable.

3) The theory is easily extended to treat three-dimensional
unsteady � ows on various con� gurations without limitation
bodies of revolution. In engineering application, the theory
may be ef� cient and effective for the prediction of unsteady
� ows and dynamic stability derivatives at small incidence.
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Enhanced Multiobjective Technique
for Multidisciplinary Design

Optimization
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Introduction

T HE design of modern-day aircraft is a multidisciplinary
process involving the integration of several disciplines

such as aerodynamics, structures, dynamics, and propulsion,
where optimization techniques that are able to address the dif-
ferent disciplines simultaneously are valuable tools. One such
optimization technique is the Kreisselmeier– Steinhauser
(K – S) function approach.1 The K– S technique is a multiob-
jective optimization technique that combines all of the objec-
tive functions and the constraints to form a single unconstrai-
ned composite function that is then minimized using an
appropriate unconstrained solver. The technique has been
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Table 1 HSCT design variables

Design variables Reference (1,1,1) (5,1,1) (1,1,10)

First leading-edge sweep, l1, deg 70.46 73.76 74.11 73.93
Root chord, c0 (m) 7.81 8.19 8.71 8.30
Second leading edge sweep, l2, deg 52.42 51.97 52.87 52.02
Tip chord, ct, m 1.5776 1.2606 1.3439 1.2646
Break length, xb, m 11.99 12.34 12.80 12.61
Wing starting location, xw, m 7.80 7.59 7.50 7.77

Fig. 1 HSCT con� guration and design variables.

shown to be effective in various applications such as tilt-rotor
design, High-Speed Civil Transport (HSCT) design, wing de-
sign, sonic-boom minimization in HSCT, etc.2,3 One of the
characteristics of the K – S method is that all of the objective
functions are equally weighted, which eliminates the need for
user input in setting up the problem. However, in a realistic
design application, it would be advantageous to have a method
where a designer could emphasize speci� c design criteria rel-
ative to the others. In the present work, the K – S technique has
been enhanced to provide such a capability by using weight
factors that enable increased emphasis on speci� c objectives
during the optimization process.4

Analysis
A general multiobjective optimization problem is minimize/

maximize, Fk(F), k = 1, 2, . . . , NF; subject to g j(F), j = 1,
2, . . . , NC, where F is the design variable vector, Fk(F) is
the vector of objective functions, g j(F) is the vector of con-
straints, and NF and NC are the number of objective functions
and constraints, respectively. In the K– S technique, the origi-
nal objective functions are transformed into reduced or nor-
malized objective functions1 that take on the following form:

F (f)if̂ (f) = 2 1 2 g , i = 1, 2, . . . , NFi maxFi0

where represents the value of the original objective functionFi0

at the current reference point, and Fi is its value calculated at
the beginning of each iteration. gmax is the largest of the con-
straint vectors and is held constant during each iteration. The
reduced objective functions are analogous to the original con-
straints. Therefore, a new constraint vector fm(F), m = 1, 2,
. . . , M, where M = NC 1 NF, is introduced in which the � rst
NC elements are the original constraints of the problem and
the next NF elements are the reduced objective functions. The
original constrained optimization problem with multiple objec-
tive functions is thus transformed into a single-objective, un-
constrained minimization problem using the K– S function, as

M
1

F (F) = f 1 log exp{r[ f (F) 2 f ]}KS max e m maxOr m=1

where fmax is the largest constraint corresponding to the new
constraint vector fm(F). The multiplier r, which is analogous

to the drawdown factor of penalty function formulation, con-
trols the distance from the surface of the K – S envelope to the
surface of the maximum constraint function. When r is large
the K– S function will closely follow the surface of the largest
constraint function, and when r is small the K – S function will
include contributions from all the constraints.4 The new un-
constrained minimization problem can be solved by using a
variety of techniques. In the present work, the Broyden-
– Fletcher– Goldfarb– Shanno (BFGS) algorithm has been used.

The K – S approach has been enhanced by modifying the
reduced objective functions using weight factors bi(i = 1,
2, . . . , NF) as shown next:

b F (f)i i
f̂ (f) = 2 b 2 g , i = 1, . . . , NFi i max

Fi0

The weight factor bi enables the designer to emphasize the ith
objective function in the optimization problem. bi are positive
numbers whose numerical values are dictated by the speci� c
application.

HSCT Sonic-Boom Application
The enhanced K– S technique has been demonstrated on a

HSCT design (a doubly swept wing– body) for minimum sonic
boom and improved aerodynamic performance (Fig. 1). A typ-
ical sonic-boom pressure signature exhibits two positive pres-
sure peaks. The � rst peak (Dp1) is a result of the bow shock
around the nose of the aircraft and the second (Dp2) is caused
by the wing. Minimizing the extent of these pressure peaks is
the main focus in the sonic-boom minimization problem. From
an aerodynamics perspective, minimizing the drag to lift ratio
(CD/CL) while maintaining the lift performance is important.
In the present work, only the second pressure peak (Dp2) and
the CD/CL ratio have been used for the demonstration. The nose
length and the maximum radius of the forebody were obtained
for minimum Dp1 and frozen at that level for the subsequent
optimization of Dp2 and CD/CL. The design variables for the
optimization problem are shown in Fig. 1. The six design var-
iables are wing root chord (c0), the two leading-edge sweeps
(l1 and l2), tip chord (ct), break length (xb), and wing starting
location (xw). Upper and lower bounds are imposed on these
during the optimization process.

Results and Discussion
For the weighting factors the order of the objective functions

(Fi) is CD/CL (i = 1), then the � rst and second pressure peaks
(i = 2, 3). Thus, a (5,1,1) weight factor set indicates that CD/
CL is weighted by a factor of 5 relative to Dp1 and Dp2. The
‘‘ref’’ indicates the con� guration before the optimization pro-
cess begins. As mentioned earlier, only the � rst and third ob-
jective functions will be assigned weighting factors. Table 1
summarizes the results of the demonstration using the en-
hanced K – S function technique. The effect of the weight fac-
tors on the objective functions are shown in Fig. 2, where the
optimum solutions (after 24 cycles) obtained for unweighted
[(1,1,1)], CD/CL-weighted [(5,1,1)] and (Dp2)max-weighted
[(1,1,10)] are compared with the reference values. There is
excellent correlation between the weight factors and the opti-
mized results. The results indicate that the enhanced K– S func-
tion technique is especially suited in a multidisciplinary design
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Fig. 2 Effect of weight factors on a) CD/CL and b) (Dp2)max.

application because of its ability to simultaneously address
multiple objectives while incorporating the capability to em-
phasize speci� c objectives relative to the others. The procedure
has been demonstrated, using a high-speed aircraft design
problem, to be effective in achieving the desired goal of se-
lectively emphasizing design objectives in the overall design
process.
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Introduction

F LIGHT � utter testing relies heavily on measured aero-
elastic � ight data for safe and ef� cient envelope expan-

sion. These data are used to determine the stability properties
and predict the onset of � utter through algorithms to estimate
damping parameters, transfer functions, and uncertainty de-
scriptions for derived models.1 The reliance on � ight data pre-
sents a need for aeroelastic excitation mechanisms that can
provide high levels of excitation across a wide range of fre-
quencies. A recent AGARD conference identi� ed such mech-
anisms as an important area of research for the aeroelastic and
� ight-test communities.2

This Note presents results from � ight tests of the F/A-18
Systems Research Aircraft (SRA).3 Flight data are recorded in
response to three aeroelastic excitation mechanisms: atmo-
spheric turbulence, pilot stick commands, and a wingtip exciter
system. The performance of each mechanism is directly com-
pared by analyzing power spectral information obtained from
data recorded in response to each type of excitation at the same
� ight condition. This information demonstrates the level of
excitation over a frequency range and the power of each modal
response.

F/A-18 SRA
The F/A-18 SRA is being � own at NASA Dryden Flight

Research Center as a testbed for � utter testing, advanced ac-
tuator concepts, smart structures, optical sensors and avionics
systems. The SRA is a two-seat con� guration � ghter with pro-
duction engines. Flutter testing was initiated on the SRA be-
cause of a major left wing structural modi� cation to allow
testing of several hydraulic and electromechanical aileron ac-
tuator concepts. The increased size and weight of these actu-
ators required the replacement of a � tting called a hinge-half
supporting the aileron hinge, the actuator, and a fairing with
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